IT Architecture and Infrastructure Committee
Friday, February 6, 2015
2-4pm, 200C Warren Hall

Desired Meeting Outcomes

- Identify the 3-4 areas of focus for ITAIC for the near term.
- Define the relationship between existing architecture/infrastructure working groups (CIAT, ARC) and ITAIC.
- Determine whether additional discussion about IT workforce is desired.
- Learn about the current campus discussion on public computing.

Agenda

1) IT Workforce Retirement Data Review (Liz Marsh, 10 minutes) INFORM/DISCUSS

2) Discuss the role of existing architecture groups in relation to the new governance model (Lyle, 30 minutes) DECIDE

3) ITAIC areas of focus (all, 30 minutes) DISCUSS/DECIDE

4) Public Computing: What is it and who’s involved (Erik Mitchell, 30 minutes) DISCUSS